Free T Gen: Best practice and Case study

Here are some tips to best use FreeTGen.
A. Content posting
Each month you can use 100 posting credits. This will get your content posted onto 100
relevant websites.
If you've just created a website, we recommend you take 2 or 3 articles from this website
(or you rewrite some PLR articles) and use your 100 credits on those 2-3 articles.
Make sure to add the 3 links to your main website within this article with something like
<a href="http://africanmangotest.com">African Mango Plus</a>
and then <a href="http://africanmangotest.com">African Mango Plus Review</a>
These are just examples, but real life examples. In this case:
“African Mango Plus”
and
“African Mango Plus Review”
are the keywords I want to rank for.
B. Link posting
I did the same (25 credit posting) for each one of the above link with their anchor text.
Each credit is used to post your link on 300 web pages (indexed web pages). So 25 credit
will create 7500 backlinks attached to this given keyword!
50 credits will give you 15,000 backlinks.

Guess what. This website (africanmangoplus.com) now ranks on page 1 of Google for my 2 keywords
(and in fact for more keywords since it was indexed really quickly and search engines now send traffic
for dozens of keywords).
Since my site is properly indexed, I am now getting traffic for these keywords.
I can now add more content targeting different keywords (african mango, african mango scam).
Which I did. So, the month after, I edited my link to now create 15,000 backlinks around these new
keywords and get search engines to rank me even better for some other keywords!
All it takes is some action: write an article or 2, or get someone to write them for you (you can
outsource for $5 an article) and then post those 2 articles and 3 links through FreeTGen.
Plug your website (you can start with 1 and we recommend no more than 3 to 5 to get started), start
using FreeTGen with say 3 to 5 keywords. Then your website will get indexed for these keywords, will
receive traffic and you will be able, next month to use FreeTGen for some other keywords if you
wish.

or for some other websites / niches.

That's it. It's not impressive... but the results are!
We've designed FreeTGen so that it's super easy to use (3 minutes setup) but gets strong and long
lasting results.
Enjoy!
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